




























§  9.2.1 Sub-questions
What is the available knowledge on façade related cooling 































What are the conceptual issues and state-of-the-art components and 



































What are the main perceived problems for building services integration in 






























What are the main perceived barriers for façade integration 
of solar collection technologies? (Chapter 5)




















What is the potential impact of the application of passive cooling strategies on the 

































What are the current possibilities and technical barriers for the architectural 


























What is the potential for the application of self-sufficient solar cooling 
façades in different warm climate contexts, and what is the impact of 






































§  9.2.2 Main research question
To what extent can solar cooling technologies be integrated into 
the building envelope, in order to meet local thermal requirements 
through climate responsive integrated façade units, as an alternative to 













































































BARRIERS FOR FACADE INTEGRATION OF 
SOLAR COLLECTION TECHNOLOGIES (PV & STC)
BARRIERS FOR WIDESPREAD






SOLAR COOLING TECHNOLOGIES         CLIMATE CONTEXTS                             PRODUCT INTEGRATION BARRIERS
TE: Themoelectric cooling           HOT-ARID (deserc)      TF: Technical feasibility
ABS: Absorpon cooling           HOT-HUMID (tropical)      PI: Physical integraon
ADS: Adsorpon cooling          TEMPERATE-DRY (mediterranean)     D&M: Durability & maintenance
SD: Solid desiccant + evap cooling         TEMPERATE-HUMID (sub-tropical)     P: Performance
LD: Liquid desiccant + evap cooling        A&A: Aesthecs & availability
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§  9.3 General conclusions






































































































However, this is regarded as a potential alternative to cope with the situation and not 
a definitive solution to the problem. Furthermore, the climate feasibility assessment 















































 – A)  Architecture
 – B)  Engineering
 – C)  Material Science
 – D)  Other: ______________________________________
2.  Which alternative represents the role that you have mostly taken within façade 
development processes?
 – A)  Architect / Façade Consultant (Designer)
 – B)  Façade builder
 – C)  System supplier
 – D)  Other: ______________________________________
3.  How many years of experience do you have in the field?
 – A)  Less than 5 years
 – B)  Between 5 to 20





 – A)  YES
 – B)  NO
























VARIABLES NOT RELEVANT RELEVANT HIGHLY RELEVANT
AESTHETICS - - -
PERFORMANCE - - -
COST - - -
TECHNICAL FEASIBILITY - - -
USER CONTROL & INTERACTION - - -
OTHER: - - -
7.  What are in your opinion the main problems associated with building services 



















III. INTEGRATION OF SOLAR TECHNOLOGIES IN THE BUILDING FAÇADE
10.  Have you had practical experience integrating any of the following solar 
technologies in façade systems? (you may check more than one alternative)
 – A)  YES, I have worked with integrated solar thermal collectors in façade systems
 – B)  YES, I have worked with integrated Photovoltaic cells (PV)  in façade systems
 – C)  YES, I have worked with integrated solar cooling technologies in façade systems
 – D)  NO, I haven’t worked with solar technologies.
11.  Do you see potential for developing architecturally integrated façade products 
considering solar technologies?
 – A)  YES
 – B)  NO
 – C)  NOT SURE / If so, why not? ___________________________________________
12.  In your opinion, is there market currently for commercial application of solar 
integrated architectural products?
 – A)  YES
 – B)  NO
 – Please specify  _______________________________________________________
13.  In your opinion, what would be the most important constraints to overcome in 
order to promote widespread integration of solar technologies into the façade? (mention 
up to three constraints starting from the most relevant)
1st   _______________________________________________________________
2nd  _______________________________________________________________
3rd  _______________________________________________________________
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14.  Would you be open to discuss your answers in more detail by means of an in-
depth interview? If so, please write your full name, affiliation and contact information. 
If not, you may skip this question (all information will be treated as confidential and will 
be used only for research and dissemination purposes)
NAME:  ______________________________________________________ 
AFFILIATION:  ______________________________________________________ 
E-MAIL:  ______________________________________________________
THANK YOU!
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